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ABSTRACT
Determining the operating airline's business model is among the strategic decision, particularly for emerging airlines. A
suitable and correct business model is an essential prerequisite for the company to establish itself in the market and be
competitive successfully. This paper aims to design a specific business model for an air carrier, considered a national air
carrier in Slovakia. Slovakia currently has no national air carrier, which would contribute to the development of passenger air
transport and would reflect the domestic population's current needs and help increase inbound tourism. The main goal of the
designed air carrier is to contribute to the development of air transport in Slovakia and transport a higher number of air
passengers, reaching at least an average increments as in other European Union countries. This study proposes a business
model framework applied to the conditions of Slovakia, which analyzes the main trends identified in the literature for designing
business models for airlines abroad. In examining various studies, we have identified aspects of business models and the main
models used by airlines abroad. We used general methods to process information and assess current trends in air transport.
In the study, we apply the list method and the inventory method, focusing on new trends and process management methods
in the aviation industry. Finally, we developed a business model for a potential air carrier operating in Slovakia from the
acquired knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
The aviation industry is one of the most global sectors and has a major impact on economic growth, and
is an essential part of the global and national economy. It affects the development of individual countries
and regions, tourism development, helps develop international trade, and connects countries and states
by fast and safe transport. The development and increasing demand for this type of transport are also
growing in Slovakia, even though we are significantly behind the world trend in transporting passengers.
One of the reasons is the absence of a domestic air carrier, which would reflect the domestic population's
needs. Such a carrier would operate charter services and scheduled airlines, whether international or
domestic. Slovakia, together with Lithuania, are the last two countries in the entire European Union that
do not have their own national air carrier. The article's main goal is a comprehensive proposal of a suitable
business model that an air carrier will operate in Slovakia. The proposed business model will contain
precisely defined characteristics and approaches to the company's management. We will take into account
the current competition in the market and the latest trends in the airline's operation. The business model
concept is an important and strategic decision and will have a significant impact on its competitiveness
in the market. The type of business model in the aviation industry is determined by how the airline
operator generates revenues, such as the level of services provided, the amount of added value, and the
characteristics of the target customers. Market deregulation and the constant increase in the competition
are forcing airlines to constantly adjust their business model and adapt to the conditions of the industry.
The article will also list the potential risks and threats that will affect the proposed business model. In
2018, the Government of the Slovak Republic submitted a request to prepare an analysis of the possibility
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of establishing a national air carrier (Národohospodárska fakulta, 2018). In this analysis, a business model
of the air carrier was also marginally proposed, which, according to the authors of this analysis, should
take the form of a low-cost carrier (LCC). Few studies and professional works are elaborate on this topic
in Slovakia. One of the few studies is an article (Jakubík et al., 2020), which also proposes a business
model for a national air carrier in Slovakia. In this study, the authors proposed a hybrid airline's business
model.
In our article, we followed up on the published studies in Slovakia, and in the research, we also applied
the latest knowledge and trends in airline management. In foreign studies, the design of a business model
is one of the most frequently researched topics. Authors often study the conceptualization of business
models (Massa et al., 2017), or changes and optimizations of the business model (Cozzolino et al., 2017;
Sund et al., 2014). If any sector of the national economy is to succeed, it must constantly adapt to current
customer requirements and be characterized by a certain level of innovation. As a result, new market
opportunities may arise that disrupt the current situation, changing the industry (Corbo et al., 2016). In
the aviation industry, we can consider the birth of the first low-cost carrier - Southwest Airlines in the
USA- as a fundamental change in the market, and later others emerging that used the LCC business
model. This example clearly indicates that there are different ways in which airlines seek to increase their
capacity and gain a competitive advantage significantly. Gaining a competitive advantage using new
business models can also be identified in the following studies (Achtenhagen et al., 2013; Markides et al.,
2013). In another study (Chesbrough 2010), the author analyzes the functionality of individual business
models and their benefits.
1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Own air transport is performed by air carriers that operate aircraft. Their customers are individuals, travel
agencies, companies or entrepreneurs. For their activities, they need a number of specialized professions
as well as external suppliers, which include individual airports and air traffic control companies. Due to
the nature of their activities and the liberalization of the business environment in air transport, most
carriers today operate in developed markets in a highly competitive environment. As a result, each
of them must make fundamental decisions regarding the focus of its services (regular / irregular,
passenger / freight, domestic / international, classic / low-cost, regional / long-distance) and, together
with this, shape the overall strategy and trade policy (Tobisová, 2014).
The term "business model" does not have a clear definition, it is rather part of business jargon. The term
"business model" was originally used in the internet business sector and was later transferred to other
sectors. It is often stated in the literature that, the term business model does not have a generally accepted
definition and is interpreted with various relevant ones (Zott et al., 2011; DaSilva et al., 2014; Massa et
al., 2017; Foss et al., 2018). According to one definition, a business model is considered a necessary part
of all businesses. A detailed understanding of the business model is also valuable as a company seeks to
change its strategic position in the value chain, according to another literature (Nenonen et al.,
2010). According to this literature (Chesbrough, 2010), the business model matters because a better
business model often outperforms a better idea or technology. The basic characteristics for the business
model are:
• formulate a value proposition,
• identification of market segments,
• define the structure of the value chain within the company,
• estimation of cost structure and profit potential,
• description of the company's position in the value network,
• formulate a competitive strategy.
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The business model mediates the flow of information between the technical and economic field and,
with the help of these six components, transforms technical inputs into economic outputs. Based on
business model definitions (Laasch, 2018; Ocasio et al., 2016; Foss et al., 2015; Teece, 2010), it is possible
to define an airline's business model as the way it operates in passenger and freight transport. We can
also characterize airlines according to the way they provide and present their services. This can give us
elements about their business model. The general framework of business models can be determined by
the strategic purpose, vision or mission of airlines with basic elements of business identity. In this case,
the strategic intent statements and the company information it provides may provide some information
about the business model. We can characterize airlines according to the way they provide and present
their services. This can give us elements about their business model. The general framework of
business models can be determined by the strategic purpose, vision or mission of the airlines, with the
basic elements of business identity. In this case, the statements of strategic intent and the information
about the company it provides may provide some information about the business model.
About the business model of the airline full-service carrier (FSC) strives to provide comprehensive
services for its passengers. Although there are many differences between operators, there are some basic
characteristics that all airlines have in common. The basic characteristic of the FSC is the offer of
transport and transfers within the network in cooperation with other carriers (transport system referred
to as "hubs and wire curves"). The main goal of the FSC is to fully cover the greatest possible demand
for destinations, through optimized flights and hubs. Each FSC has invested heavily in building processes
and systems to establish a connection with the global airline system. They offer their customers flights
that can transport passengers to their destination, even if it requires several transfers. Such an offer of
comprehensive transport services with high connectivity is still in demand by a large number of
passengers. Many airlines have entered into alliance agreements and are members of one of the airline
alliances. Such membership in the alliance allows for even closer cooperation between airlines, better
coordination of flights and ancillary services and, last but not least, they can offer lower ticket prices.
Such a business model also has its disadvantages and that is the high cost of the network system.
The low-cost carrier (LCC) business model focuses primarily on passenger groups that do not require a
high level and quality of service, nor do they require an extensive route network. These passengers use
the services provided by LCC airlines. The LCC business model originated in the United States in the
1970s. Southwest Airlines is considered to be the first LCC company. This business model penetrated
Europe in the 1990s, when the Irish company Ryanair began flying in 1995 and began to compete directly
with traditional airlines in Europe. The development of LCC was mainly due to market deregulation and
the reduction of various air traffic restrictions by individual governments and authorities. The increase in
capacity at airports also had a great impact. These are mainly so-called secondary airports, where airport
charges are incomparably lower than at large airports. LCCs have fundamentally changed the aviation
industry and the way it travels. In liberalized markets that were previously controlled and dominated by
the FSC, the LCC has gained significant influence and market share over time. The basic characteristic
of LCC is the reduction of costs to a minimum and the offer of the lowest ticket price on a given route.
Each airline must comply with the regulations and laws concerning the safe operation of air traffic and
follow the instructions of the air traffic control authorities. Therefore, there are no savings in aircraft
maintenance or costs associated with increasing flight safety. LCCs need to reduce operating costs in
other areas of their business. One of the main factors contributing to cost reduction is the low level of
services provided and passengers generally do not receive any benefits. Which in practice means they
don't have to pay for them. No additional services are included in the standard ticket price. If passengers
are interested in some additional services, they are charged. Low cost airlines are characterized by the use
of one type of aircraft on all airlines. Such a single fleet allows for significant reductions in maintenance
costs, on-board staff training costs and volume discounts from aircraft manufacturers when procuring
new machinery. This significantly reduces the flexibility of fleet utilization according to current demand.
The flight schedule is also planned to suit the structure of the aircraft fleet. There are no connecting
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flights or network connections in this business model. Low cost airlines only offer a point-to-point
system. Passengers wishing to use connecting flights must re-register at their transit airport and proceed
to their destination at their own expense.
With ever-changing times and changes in the industry, airlines have also had to adapt their business
models and management approaches. Business models and related services for passengers to the stage
where there is a mixing business models. From the traditional low-cost business model of operating an
airline, a new business model has emerged - the hybrid airline. Hybridization of aviation business models
through taking elements from other business strategies into your. These companies tend to emphasize a
higher level of service provided, but with a view to constantly reducing costs, as with LCCs themselves.
There are also examples where, as an airline, it has a similar structure to the FSC. The hybrid business
model is beginning to be accepted among different groups of people, whether middle-class or so-called
business travelers. The hybrid airline takes the elements of a different business strategy into its own and
adapts it to its own needs. At the same time, these companies place emphasis on a higher level of services
provided with an emphasis on cost savings than in LCC. This business model is starting to be used by
several LCCs that are trying to gain new customers this way. Airlines that currently use this business
model include Germanwings, Southwest Airlines and JetBlue. These companies are already classic LCCs
because they use some elements typical of the FSC business model in their activities. Some have begun
to expand cooperation with other aviation operators, and code-share agreements have been concluded.
This has created smaller global networks and can offer better air connections. Which gave them access
to new markets. They have customized how tickets are sold and use several distribution channels to sell
at the same time and not just their own website. These processes of change and hybridization of the
business model also affect the FSC. In the past, it was almost inconceivable for the FSC to charge for
food and drink served on board, transported luggage, seat selection, and so on. The classic FSC with a
high level of service and passenger care system, differentiated by aircraft fleets and airlines, has more staff
and time-consuming day-to-day business activities. However, their services are needed and will remain in
demand in the future. But they will have to keep up with the simple constructions and low costs they
have with LCC. For this reason, it seeks to implement elements in its processes that aim to reduce costs
while maintaining a high standard of services offered. Some of the airline's networks are beginning to
unify the aircraft fleet, thus reducing costs. For example, the aircraft operator Emirates, whose aircraft
fleet consists of 263 aircraft parts and consists of only two types of aircraft, namely Airbus A380-800 and
Boeing 777- 300ER. This contributes to reducing the cost of flight crew training, more efficient
maintenance and service. And last but not least, better pricing conditions in quantitative purchases, which
save considerable funds. High airport charges at major airports have also contributed to the traditional
FSC business model. Therefore, some network airlines use a secondary airport that is not too far from
the city center and does not disturb them by customers. Airport charges are lower than at large airports,
which significantly contributes to reducing operating costs. In recent years, new distribution channels will
be used, mainly related to the development of information technology and available online. This allows
passengers to directly purchase a ticket directly from the airline, for example, through their own
applications and do not have to use the services of travel agents. This hybrid business model combines
cost-effective pure LCC methods with service offering, flexibility and carrier structure with full-service
routes. These hybridization means that airlines, especially FSCs, target a wider range of customers. Some
large airlines, known as FSC, have decided to set up their own LCC within their group. Lufthansa founded
by LCC Eurowings or the KLM group of its own subsidiary Transavia. By using different combinations
of both business models, they seek to streamline service delivery.
Increasing competition has forced airlines to constantly adapt. This trend is also supported by anothers
studys (Franke, 2007; Daft et al., 2013; Lohmann, 2018). The main business models in air transport are
based on low-cost or full-service strategies. Models based on low-cost strategies are characterized by
value creation by focusing on what is necessary for the value offer for the passenger. Cost savings are
shared with the client and usually lead to a customer base with less purchasing power (Gassmann et al.,
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2014). New ways and approaches to management have been proposed, resulting in new business models
that differ from traditional classifications. These airline business models are hybridization. The arrival of
low-cost carriers in the aviation industry was one of the most important impulses for changes in the
aviation industry. Recently, however, various of these airlines have begun to adjust their practices (Massa
et al. 2013), change their management approach and modify their business models. Which resulted in
different types of business models. Some have gradually deviated from the classical classification to
include a hybrid approach (Fageda et al., 2015). Other carriers, in turn, have adapted their business model
by applying the principles of a low-cost business model in an even stronger way. It consists mainly of
adding or removing activities, a process known as reactivation of the business model (Santos et al., 2009).
Klophaus (2012) states in his study, that many airlines are trying to change or improve their business
strategy. Therefore, most European airlines adopt a hybrid business model strategy, that changes key
elements of their core business model. According to Turčan (2020), the hybrid business model of these
carriers is accepted among both business and middle class passengers. Lohmann et. al (2013) in his study
summarized data from 9 major US carriers, analyzed and summarized the main features of each business
model in terms of revenue, connectivity, comfort, convenience, aircraft use and work. This research has
shown a growing number of hybrid airlines with low ticket prices. They achieve low operating costs, offer
low ticket price and have attractive operating profit margins.
In order to reduce costs, streamline management and increase labor productivity, this trend is also
reflected in traditional airlines, which are beginning to apply the procedures typical of low-cost airlines.
Conversely, low-cost airlines are beginning to implement features that are typical of a traditional carrier's
business model. The only goal is to increase one's own competitiveness. Based on the degree of
hybridization of business models, we can divide air carriers in scheduled air transport into (Klophause,
2012; Turčan et al., 2020):
•
low cost carriers,
•
hybrid carriers with the predominant attributes of a low-cost business model
•
hybrid carriers with predominant attributes of the traditional business model,
•
traditional carriers.
Low-cost companies have been gaining in popularity over the last 15 years, but these companies are not
providing a higher level of service. A higher level of service is required by a large proportion of passengers
who do not want to use the expensive FSC services, but are willing to pay extra for a higher level of
service. Therefore, the interest of these passengers is directed to the hybrid business model. In an expert
article (Pereira et al., 2015), the authors suggest that a company offering a higher level of service at lower
prices than FSC stimulates demand and can reach new passengers.
In another scholarly article (Markides et al., 2013), they emphasize the competitive advantage gained by
airlines with new business models in markets created by companies (like low-cost), where the introduction
of a new business model has distorted the advantages of pioneering airlines. New airline models have the
potential to undermine the sustainability of incumbents, regardless of where they operate. An example
of a successful hybrid business model is Southwest Airlines. The company's new idea was based on the
assumption that most customers want direct flights, at a relatively low cost. However, they require
reliability and good customer service, but they do not need the "embellishments" offered by FSC. The
aircraft fleet were standardized, which allowed for greater efficiency and operational flexibility.
Southwest's business model was completely different from that of existing major airlines (Teece, 2010).
The emergence of different business models is a consequence of phenomena such as globalization,
liberalization and deregulation. These factors have affected airlines to adapt their flight networks and
incorporate new elements into their business models. It can be stated that existing business models have
evolved based on their characteristics (Corbo, 2017; Daft et al., 2015) and new types of airline business
models have emerged (Urban et al., 2018; Wensveen et al., 2018).
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2 AIM AND METHODOLOGY
The main goal of the study is to design a competitive business model of a potential air carrier in Slovakia,
which would be helpful in the development of air transport in Slovakia in the future. Another partial goal
is to analyze the current situation in air transport and subsequently identify a possible gap in the Slovak
market. Therefore, we are looking for an answer to the main question:
"What business model will be competitive?"
In addition to the main research question, we can formulate sub-questions, which are as follows:
"What airlines currently in the market have business models?"
"What threats and risks will affect the success of national air transport?"
In designing a suitable business model, we based on the current situation in air transport in Slovakia, the
purchasing power of the domestic population and the demands of Slovak passengers. When creating the
concept, we also had to take into account the relative proximity of other airports, especially WienSchwechat Airport and the airlines that use this airport. As they will represent strong competition. In the
evaluation and analysis, we also relied on the operation of airlines in Slovakia in the past. In creating the
proposal itself, we used the experience of respondents, who work or have worked in the aviation industry
in various management positions. Through interviews with respondents and taking into account the data
obtained, we formulated detailed elements that would form the concept of the business model. The
concept contains current trends and knowledge in the field of civil aviation, compares different types of
business models and adapts individual elements, approaches and forms of management to current market
conditions in Slovakia. In addition to a theoretical approach to the issue, we processed the knowledge
gained from the surrounding countries and applied it appropriately for the needs of the Slovak market.
We analyzed the individual types of business models in the conditions of the Slovak aviation market. We
have presented arguments for individual types of business models and their operation in the past. Given
the current situation in air transport in Slovakia, we will identify the important characteristics that make
up the business model. In determining the elements, we followed studies (Corbo, 2018; AdilogluYalcinkaya, 2021), where the basic characteristics that must form the airline's business model were
defined. Such elements are e.g. air network, aircraft fleet, aircraft occupancy, distribution system and
more.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The choice of a suitable business model for air carrier in Slovakia is a strategic decision for successful
operation in a market that is currently characterized by a high degree of competition. In our region
operate established traditional FSC, who operate mainly at the airports in Vienna and Budapest and in
Slovakia offers their services only two FSC (Austrian Airlines, LOT) exclusively at the airport
Košice. LCC have a strong position on the domestic market. It is clear that there is a very small gap in
the LCC market and the main goal of the proposed business model will be to provide a different level of
services that competitors do not currently offer in Slovakia.
The FSC business model for the Slovak national carrier is excluded. Slovakia has no potential to operate
such a carrier. The main reason is the low demand for such a carrier and the limited financial resources
that the for example Slovak government has. The Slovak traveling public has a limited interest in this
type of carrier, which provides services typical of the FSC. The air carrier in Slovakia will not offer global
network services in the initial phase of its operation, as this would be very costly. The costs would relate
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to the construction of the airline network, the procurement of a sufficient number of aircraft, cabin crew
and other related costs. Which is unrealistic for the possibilities offered by the Slovak market and, most
importantly, Slovakia does not need such an air carrier. This market segment is sufficiently covered by
airports abroad, which are in close proximity to Slovakia's largest airports. These foreign airports are
operated air routes by large airlines, which offer to almost the entire world. It is unrealistic for the Slovak
national carrier to be able to compete with giants such as Lufthansa, Emirates or Austrian Airlines. The
fact that the FSC business model does not have a perspective in Slovakia is also proven
by past experience. In Slovakia, they tried to establish a very strong FSC such as Lufthansa, Aeroflot or
CSA. But not a single airline has been able to establish itself in Slovakia for a long time. The reasons were
the low frequency of flights, inappropriate departure times and pricing policy. Slovakia has never been
interesting for these companies in terms of market size and potential.
If the business model of the national air carrier were exclusively LCC, it would in no way differ from the
strong competition posed by Ryanair and Wizz Air. It would not be able to succeed in direct competition
in a market environment, as it would address the same, limited segment of customers. Customers who
are looking primarily for cheap flights and do not require any additional services. It would be very difficult
to differentiate ourselves from these strong and established airlines, which have a strong economic
background and long-term experience in the market. The demand for cheap flights in Slovakia is
sufficiently covered. And the space for another LCC is very limited and would not offer enough
passengers for all the airlines on the market.
Therefore, the business model we propose for the Slovak national air carrier is - hybrid, with
the predominant elements of the full - service carrier. It is a model that is at the interface between FSC
and LCC and offers opportunities to address a wider group of passengers than is currently the case on
the Slovak market. The main goal of such a business model is to differentiate itself from the competition
and offer a higher level of services provided, whether at the airport or during the flight. It will also consist
of a moderate pricing strategy that responds to the changing habits of passengers. The introduction of a
loyalty program and the development of cooperation with other airlines within the framework of codesharing agreements will be a matter of course. In addition to operating scheduled flights, we also see
potential in seasonal charter transport. Our proposed business model would have the following
characteristics with a detailed description.
We propose that the national airline network be made up of "point-to-point" connections combined with
a "hub-and- spoke" system for certain routes with a high density of connecting flights, in order to reduce
the time required for the transfer. In this way, the carrier would provide part of the services of the regional
airline as well as the network operator. Which would allow a greater offer of flight routes for its
customers. The air network designed in this way will require a shorter turnaround time at airports, which
will allow for a relatively high utilization of aircraft. Savings will be achieved thanks to a less
complex baggage handling system. Lower turnaround times and more complicated baggage handling are
only for "hub-and- spoke" lines, mainly due to long-haul flights due to the time required to unload
luggage and transfer large numbers of passengers, service and clean aircraft.
The unified aircraft fleet is another proposed element of the business model of the national air
carrier. This element is taken from the LCC and is intended to reduce operating costs. The airline, by
operating such a fleet, is able to provide more efficient maintenance and servicing of aircraft, reduce the
cost of training and retraining of flight crew. A unified fleet will make it possible to achieve operational
savings and will also make it possible to form a lean organizational structure.
The high utilization of the national air carrier's aircraft means flying with a high frequency between
individual destinations. Turning time will be crucial to achieve the minimum time spent on the
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ground. The intention is for the turnaround time to be on average 30 minutes and for the use of the
aircraft to be 8 to 10 block hours per day.
The business model is based on the use of only secondary airports. Operations at these airports are
cheaper and much less congested, which will allow faster equipment and preparation of the aircraft for
the next flight. Which directly affects the turnaround time of aircraft. Also, with lower airport occupancy,
there is a higher probability of selecting suitable airport time slots that will suit the flight schedule. The last
but not least secondary airports also affect cost ratio. As airport charges, such as handling, landing
and parking are lower, which will be reflected in the final price for passengers.
The distribution system that we will use for the sale of tickets will consist of our own sales channel. The
sale will be realized through a website and application. There will also be a call center. We want to avoid
fees and commissions for various travel agencies for arranging the sale of tickets. At present, when
almost everyone uses any communication device, such a distribution channel was easily accessible to
everyone. An option when selling tickets will also be the possibility of booking a specific seat. There will
be several types of tickets on offer, which will include different levels of standard services provided either
at the airport or on board the aircraft (e.g., accelerated boarding, in-flight refreshments, more hand
luggage, seat reservation, free passenger seat, free flight cancellation and many more). The intention is
for the passenger to be able to choose the individual level of services provided, according to their needs,
and thus influence the final price of the ticket.
The loyalty program will be used to acquire new and retain regular passengers. As the national air carrier
will not initially be a member of any airline alliance, it will have to establish its own loyalty program. The
purpose of the loyalty program will be remuneration and the opportunity to use cheaper services for
regular passengers. The form and content of the individual programs that will be used within the loyalty
program will closely depend on the marketing and communication settings of the company.
The conclusion of code-sharing agreements will be one of the other goals that the company's
management will have to achieve in order to increase the offer of air connections and the usability of
aircraft itself. Strategic partnerships and cooperation help to achieve more effective results, especially in
the aviation sector, which is strongly subject to elements of globalization and has strong aviation
alliances. The national air carrier must carry out activities aimed at concluding agreements with other
airlines. The advantage will be the provision of smooth travel for passengers, will contribute to
the rationalization of the airline's network and will expand the network itself and the flight frequency.
The national air carrier will also achieve cost reductions with a lean organizational structure. The
organizational structure will be simple, less bureaucratic and without many layers of management, in
order to increase work productivity. Most of the support functions will be provided by external
companies so that the airline's core staff are fully engaged only in the core business. By using multitasking,
we can achieve higher productivity and also increase the motivation of employees. At the same time, it
will bring savings in the number of employees. Proper delegation of individual tasks, clear
communication with employees and support of individual creativity will be important. Employees will
receive benefits in various forms and an attractive salary.
The proposed business model follows from a detailed analysis and takes into account all aspects that will
affect the competitiveness of the national air carrier. There are many factors that will affect the operation
of the carrier. In this section, we will define at least the most fundamental risks and threats that may
negatively affect the proposed business model of a national air carrier as a hybrid airline and consider
them essential at this stage of project preparation.
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In general, the aviation business is very risky and the sector is extremely sensitive to any changes caused
by external as well as internal factors. The fact is that the aviation industry is one of the most global
industries. It has demonstrable direct and indirect effects on various areas of the economy. Air transport
is an integral part and in the development of global him of the economy. It is all the more sensitive to
any events that happen anywhere in the world. The year 2020 will go down in the history of aviation and
the aviation industry as the worst year in the post-war period. IATA has published financial prospects
for the global aviation industry. The aviation industry has never been in a similar situation, resulting in a
dramatic and long-term decline in air passenger demand. Previous crises, such as the terrorist attacks
in 11 September 2001 or the SARS disease in 2003, have not resulted in such a drastic drop in passengers.
Figure 1 Decline in air passengers caused by the COVID-19 pandemic
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According to estimates and forecasts, air transport should get back to the number of passengers from
the pre-crisis caused by COVID-19, in 2024 or 2025. Therefore, there may be legitimate controversies as
to why Slovakia should address the issue of airline at all when today's airline situation does not want
transport at all and all companies face economic losses. Air transport will always have an important place
in the global economy and the current situation caused by COVID-19 is only temporary. All
governments in the world, as well as the European Commission, are aware of this, and they are strongly
supporting their national airlines to help them overcome this difficult period and be viable again when
the pandemic is over. Because airlines are important for economic growth.
Another threat that will significantly affect the possible functioning of the national air carrier is
the political situation in Slovakia. As the intention is for the state to be owned by the state through the
Ministry of Transport or an organization authorized by them, the air carrier will be exposed to pressure
from politicians and their interests. The decision on whether to create such a carrier will also be seen as
a political decision combined with accountability and professional judgment. The current government
has no strategy for the development of air transport in Slovakia, nor does it intend to invest in a similar
project. Strategic documents, whether at government or ministerial level, do not mention this topic in
any way. The state is not interested in this issue, nor are there any professional discussions that would
bring proposals and solutions that would create the basis for future governments. Such an approach only
maintains the current situation and gives no hope for the development of air transport in Slovakia, so
that we can approach the level with other countries of the European Union . The passivity of the state
in this direction significantly reduces the implementation of such a project. Unless this strategic goal is
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adopted across political parties and the professional public, such an airline cannot, in principle, be
successful.
Competition is another threat that will significantly affect the very functioning of the national air
carrier. We are entering a market that is characterized by a high degree of competition and small
gaps. There are large airlines operating in Slovakia, mainly LCC, which are established throughout
Europe. And competition in the form of multinational airlines is also increasing in neighboring
countries. This threat can be eliminated by setting up internal processes, determining the appropriate
business strategy and professional management of the company. Without any interference from the state
in the day-to-day management of the company. It should be borne in mind that the constant
postponement of the establishment of a national air carrier, with increasing time, reduces its possible
successful entry into the market, due to the full occupancy of the market by other companies. Therefore,
the way in which and how a national airline enters the market will predetermine its potential for growth
and peace to be competitive in the future. The planned business model, as a hybrid air carrier, eliminates
potential risks arising from a competitive environment.
We consider these threats to be the most fundamental that will affect the carrier's operations. There are
a number of other threats and risks that will affect decision-making processes. Anticipating and preparing
for all the risks is, in fact, unfeasible. However, it is necessary to pay enough attention to their
identification and the management of the company must respond operatively to the solution of the
situations that arise, which will then take measures to eliminate them. On the other hand, excessive
caution also has a negative impact, as the air carrier will not move in the desired direction in any way.
This study presents the concept of an air carrier business model in Slovakia. The result is a hybrid concept
design, with the predominant elements of the full-service carrier. Few studies and articles address this
issue. In the analysis of Národohospodárska fakulta (2018) authors recommend the business model as a
classic low-cost carrier. The authors do not state exactly on what basis they decided. The only argument
they made is the provision of cheap air tickets and thus presuppose reaching a sufficient number of
passengers. The authors did not consider the intense competition in this segment in the form of Ryanair
and Wizz Air. The demand for services in LCC in Slovakia is sufficiently covered, and there is a minimal
gap in the market. Another form of business model is proposed by Turčan et al. (2020). Their article
concluded that the business model should be hybrid, with the predominant elements of the network
carrier. I can agree with the conclusions of this study because they accurately assessed the current
situation in air transport in Slovakia and the habits of Slovak passengers. Various studies (Klophaus,
2012; Magdalina et al., 2021; Fageda et al., 2019; O'Connell, 2017) show that the hybrid model is gaining
in popularity. The form of this business model is competitive and can reach a wide range of passengers
through pricing policy and level of service. Each airline adapts its own characteristics to current market
developments and creates its own business model. Tomová et al. (2014) state that airlines are moving to
a hybrid business model and trying to differentiate themselves from the competition through their
differentiated services by creating a unique business model. According to Albers et al. (2020), this
business model is suitable in the case of adverse events such as COVD-19 and related changes. As it can
respond more flexibly to demand.
CONCLUSIONS
The article aimed to design a competitive business model of a hypothetical national air carrier in
Slovakia. Based on the knowledge gained from the analysis of current trends in the management of air
operators, we have created our own concept of a business model - a hybrid model with the predominant
elements of a network air carrier. We have determined the detailed characteristic features that distinguish
it from airlines currently operating on the Slovak market. The proposed business model intends to
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differentiate itself from current airline operators by providing services at a higher level and a more
comprehensive range of connecting flights, thanks to the conclusion of code-sharing
agreements. However, concerning the constant reduction of costs, the prices of tickets are interesting for
the Slovak traveling public. With the predominant elements of a network air carrier, the hybrid business
model does not yet operate in Slovakia.
Moreover, detailed analysis and comparison of individual business models, the conditions of the
Slovakia market in this model can fill the market's current gap. The article also identified three basic
threats and risks to the business model, which can cause failure. Despite our article, however, this issue
requires further research and examination of other areas that will directly affect the operation of such an
air operator. A comprehensive marketing strategy, the determination of suitable flight routes for
scheduled passenger air transport, and an economic plan for a start-up airline are also crucial for the
airline's success. These are the areas that future research will address. However, we consider the stated
goal of the article to be fulfilled.
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